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Digital Forms Used for Offshore 
Inspections Reduce Man-Hours, Cost
intelliSPEC™ by PK Solutions Provides Digital Inspection Tool to 
Streamline Work Flow, Increase Efficiency, Transparency

Solution: intelliSPEC™ Industry: Oil & Gas Use Case: Offshore Fabric Maintence Inspection

Problem:
 
Offshore fabric maintenance inspectors typically work 
12-hour shifts, two weeks on and two weeks off. During 
their shift, they are expected to take pictures with 
cameras, take notes about the condition and what they 
were seeing, go to the office, upload their photos and 
complete documentation such as QA reports, blast 
forms, cost tracking spreadsheets, updating their 
progress on the project, POB load sheets, etc. 

Generally, on oil platforms across the Gulf of Mexico, 
inspectors were taking pictures with their cameras and  
taking notes, but waiting until the end of their 12-hour 
shift to complete the required documentation. By doing 
this, they worked an additional one to three unbudgeted 
man-hours each shift. 

This caused the owner to go over budget.

3,528
Man-Hours Saved Annually
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Solution: 

The remedy was to implement intelliSPEC™, a digital 
data management tool created by PK Solutions, across 
multiple oil platforms in the Gulf of Mexico. Inspectors 
used intelliSPEC™ on intrinsically safe tablets, which 
allowed them to fill out digital forms and documents. 
This gave the inspectors flexibility to complete their 
work from anywhere, therefore they weren’t required to 
be in an office setting to complete their documentation 
and reporting responsibilities. 

Now, inspectors can complete all of their work on tablets 
using digital inspection forms that allow them to attach 
pictures and  comments in the field. All of the 
documents and spreadsheets that used to be filled out 
manually have been transferred into a digital format. 
The inspectors are able to fill out QA reports, blast forms, 
cost tracking forms, and POB load sheets on their tablets. 
At the end of their shift, the inspectors simply upload 
their forms to the company server and they are finished.

Benefits: 

By implementing intelliSPEC™ across assets in the Gulf 
of Mexico, PK was able to save the customer about 3,528 
man-hours or 294 man-days annually. That is an 11 
percent decrease translating to an estimated annual 
savings of $353,000. In addition to streamlining the 
inspection process and saving man-hours, intelliSPEC™ 
also provided transparency to management, allowing 
them to review daily progress, overall project progress, 
and completed inspection forms in real-time.

Calculating Toal Man-Hours Saved:

For this calculation, we used 13.5 hours as an average to 
account for the workers who worked one or more hours 
past their 12-hour shift. This is a conservative estimate 
as data indicated some inspectors were working three 
additional hours per shift. We used 28 days as a standard 
month since the inspectors work two weeks straight. 
Four weeks is 28 days, which created a simple calculation 
that could also account for holidays and travel days not 
typically worked throughout the year. 

Manual:

7 inspectors
13.5 hours
28 days

Hours Worked:

2,646

Annual Cost

intelliSPEC™:

7 inspectors
12 hours
28 days

Hours Worked:

2,352

11%
Cost Savings Annually


